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Everest WaIt Unsworth. (Allen Lane, 1981, pp xiv+578, photos, maps,
£14.95). Everyone interested in Everest will want to read this book and to have it
available as a work of reference, for it reviews the whole history of man's endeavour
on the world's greatest mountain from the earliest thoughts of a reconnaissance,
nearly a hundred years ago to the expeditions of 1979. The story is graphically told
with many quotations from the letters and writings of the climbers and it makes
compulsive reading. Not the least valuable are the extensive bibliography, the
factual summary giving membership, dates and achievements of all known
expeditions, the notes and references and the list of known fatalities.

The special characteristic of the book is that it concentrates on people, on the
drama and excitement of man's experiences on the big mountain. Everest itself is
only described in rather general terms: a 10 page introduction on topography with
minimal maps, a half page appendix on post-monsoon conditions and a few pages
on height and nomenclature. There are some fine photographs but chosen in the
main for human rather than topographical interest and somewhat randomly placed.
Since the problem of Everest for the mountaineer is so entirely dominated by the
physiological effects of high altitude and by climate it is perhaps a pity that a book,
otherwise so comprehensive, should not have dealt more systematically with these
topics.

The central subject of Unsworth's book is in fact 'The Everesters' and he
considers them and their successes and failures with critical insight, largely
discarding the traditional reserve of past generations and giving a good deal of time
to personalities and motivations. He brings out what he calls the Everest factor, the
way behaviour and decision making on the big mountain have sometimes been
distorted by personal ambition, an effect which professionalism has inevitably
sharpened. The discords of the 1971 International expedition to the SW face for
instance provide ample material for such analysis. He also takes the lid off some of
the old controversies: the disagreements between Hinks and Farrar over the 1921
reconnaisance, between Finch and the Everest Committee, the revolt over
Ruttledge's appointment to lead again in 1936 and the displacement of Eric Shipton
from the leadership in 1953, matters which were at the time kept within the
knowledge of only a small circle. In essence I find this absolutely right, for some of
these clashes are a valid and significant fact of the Everest story. But it is dangerous
ground to tread, for even with the most careful research it can be difficult, in a world
of very different values, to strike the right balance and achieve fair judgements. And
some of the episodes, intriguing though they may be, are surely too trifling to
deserve extended treatment, for instance that of J. B. Noel's film of the 1924
expedition and the use of Tibetan monks to popularize and advertise it.

The first half of the book is devoted to pre-war events and especially the
expeditions of the 20s and 30s including the Houston flight over Everest in 1933.
Though this is an oft-told tale it is well handled and the interest never flags. The
climax, of course, comes in 1924 with Norton and Somervell's great achievement in
reaching 28,000 ft without oxygen and with the drama of Mallory and Irvine's
failure to return from this attempt on the summit. Mallory inevitably remains the
central figure of this period and U nsworth has an interesting analysis of the contrast
between his limited achievements at home and the unique place he has won in
mountaineering history. One unresolved puzzle as he points out is Mallory's
decision to choose Irvine as his companion for the final attempt rather than the far
f!lore experienced Odell.
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In the :lOs the outstanding figures are to my mind Frank Smythe, perhaps the
Illan most likely to have managed the last few hundred feet on Everest. and Ang
Tharkay the greatest Sherpa of his generation. It is good to find the latter
reappearing in the story not only in 1951 and 52 but also in 1960 when, on the first
Indian expedition, at age 53, he carried a full load to 27.600 ft. But the new feature
in Unsworth's treatment of this period is his account of the row which developed
over Ruttledge's re-appointment to lead the 1936 expedition. In some ways, I think
he over-dramatises this but it was indeed a classic instance of the ineptitude of
committees in organising expeditions and of a conf1ict between the Establishment,
as represented by the old men of the AC and the RGS, and a group of active
climbers .. While I was only on the fringe of these events, I believe, and am
confirmed .in this view by others, that the story as told here is less than fair to C. G.
Crawford who was not the man to intrigue for the leadership but was rather put
forward a.nd backed by those of the 1933 expedition who had been most critical of
Ruttledge's inadequacies. As Unsworth says it was a sorry business and in any case
the 1936 expedition was doomed to ignominious failure. After an admirable chapter
on 'the outsiders', the unauthorised attempts on Everest by Maurice Wilson,
Denman, Becker Larsen and Sayre, we come to the dramatic events of the early
fifties: the opening of Nepal, the reconnaissance of the southern route, the Swiss
attempt of 1952, Cho Oyu and the triumphal expedition of 1953. On reading
Unsworth's balanced account of these years my reaction is to marvel at the
succession of lucky breaks that finally after the misfortunes and frustrations of the
20s and 30s blessed our efforts. First was 'the last minute organization and
achievement of the 1951 exploration of the Nepalese approach, an event in which
Cam Secord played a rather bigger part than is here credited. Second was the good
fortune, naturally not recognized at the time, in our failure to get permission for a
British Expedition in 1952, for had we gone to Everest then it would indeed have
been an ill-prepared affair by a much weaker team than the Swiss were able to
muster. Third was the Swiss failure in 1952, and to this part of the story there is
another slant which Unsworth does not record, for the final outcome of the
negotiations with the Swiss was a perfectly fair offer (declined by the Himalayan
committee) to take a limited number of British climbers on this expedition in 1952
provided we took a similar number of Swiss on our 1953 show. Lastly of course the
happy coincidence of the news of the ascent reaching London on Coronation day.

What is new in Unsworth's account of these events is his record, based on
Himalayan committee minutes and other sources, of the momentous debate over
the leadership which ended in the dropping of Eric Shipton and the appointment of
John Hunt. He recounts the tale fairly enough but does not have the whole picture
and fails, I think, to get to the heart of the matter. It is impossible, within the
compass of a review, fully to elucidate this complex matter and I will restrict myself
to making two points.

The first is to quote, with complete agreement, the comment on this episode made
long after the event by Larry Kirwan who as director and secretary of the RGS was
party to the whole thing: 'if ever there was a case of the right thing done in the
wrong way this was it'.' What was wrong was, of course, the way Shipton was
treated. The second is to draw attention to the occasion when, in my view, the
committee went off the rails and made its task, which would never have been easy,
far harder than it need have been. This was the meeting called on Shipton's return
from Cho Oyu to hear his report and consider the question of leadership. Unsworth
suggests that the leadership was first considered at a meeting earlier that same
month (July), but naturally many discussions not recorded in minutes had taken
place earlier, and while Shipton with his unique experience of the mountain was
inevitably the main contender there were some of us who had doubts about him
from the outset. After all his dislike of large expeditions and of the competitive
element in mountaineering which he emphasized in his opening statement to the
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committee (reproduced in the book as a quotation from Upon that mountain) were
nothin~ new. Anyone who had climbed with him was well aware of it. The
abandonment of the Cho Oyu attempt at little over 22,000 ft and reports coming
back from some members of the expedition with severe criticism of the plannin~and
or~anization and with rather desperate exhortations to speed up preparations for
1953 i ..JW reinforced their doubts.

Desj'ite their worries and despite Shipton's explicit statement of reasons why he
was unsuited to lead this particular expedition the committee brushed these
considerations aside and not only confirmed him as overall leader but did so without
any dear arrangements to provide for the necessary planning and organization. In
the long run this decision was to prove untenable; from it flowt>d the subsequent
trouble. Considering the importance of the issues the attendance at this meeting was
unfortunate. No one was present who had even been on Everest, no one who had
climbed with either of the contenders. The Alpine Club which in such a matter must
take the main responsibility was represented only by the president Claude ElIiott
and the treasurer of the committee R. W. Lloyd. Unsworth does well in his account
of these matters to bring out the important part played at an earlier stage by Basil
Goodfellow in bringing forward Hunt's name for consideration. But he and I were
both away in the Alps. I do believe that had we been there the outcome would have
been different.

Perhaps the final piece of good fortune in this long story is the fact that Eric
eventually got over this and the other misfortunes which struck soon after and found
new fields to conquer in his Andean travels and the work of the Chilean boundary
commiSSion.

Unsworth nicely characterizes the success of John Hunt's expedition in 1953 as
'the final flowering of the old guard' and certainly the styl~ of Everest ventures now
changes as we enter the era of professionalism and sponsorship. The final section of
the book recording the achievements of'the quarter century since the first ascent will
be for some the most useful of all, for not many can have been so assiduous as to
keep fully abreast of all that has happened. For me the story of the American
Expedition of 1963 is particularly compelling with the conflicting ambitions of
different groups and despite these Hornbein and Unsoeld's remarkable
achievement, with little support at the end, of climbing the W ridge and completing
the first traverse of the mountain, a really heroic feat. (Hornbein's book Everest the
West Ridge is incidentally not only a marvellous account but is the. most beautifully
produced mountain book I know). The most moving event, also very well described
by Unsworth, was the death from exhaustion and exposure of Harsh Bahaguna on
the SW face in 1971. And then in 1978 the superb physical feat of Messner and
Habeler's ascent without oxygen rounds off the story and brings us back to orton
and Somervell and the other pre-war climbers who believed it could be done.

I hope this over-lengthy review bears witness to my appreciation of Unsworth's
book which I regard as a notable achievement. It is, I understand, the outcome of
four years' work Peter Lloyd

Quest for Adventure Chris Bonington. (Hodder & Stoughton, 1981 pp 448,
photos, maps and line drawings, £14.95). The essence of adventure lies in the
challenge of the unknown. That unknown may be found in anyone of countless
geographical or psychological locations; the more remote it is, the greater the
challenge. Yet remoteness may be measured, not solely in miles distant from
civilization's caress, but in the boundaries set by the 'venturer himself. Thus the
man inching his way through a cold, wet and hitherto unexplored primeval passage
a thousand or so feet beneath the Yorkshire Dales, has placed himself as far away
from everyday existence as Armstrong's and Aldrin's walkabout on the moon.

In his book Chris Bonington explores the adventurous impulses that have torn
men and women away from the safe and predictable pattern of their daily lives, and
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thrust them out into a wider world where their very existence depends upon the
ability to adapt to, or overcome, the hazards of the unknown. Questfor Adventure re
tells the stories of some of the more remarkable of these achievements that have
inspired generations of would-be adventurers in the last 3t decades, beginning with
Heyerdahl's Kon-Tiki expedition of 1947 which gave the whole world a lift. The
first magnificent romantic adventure after the grim violence of the Second War, it
sparked the imagination of millions of ordinary people struggling through the grey
rubble of broken dreams. Re-told now, the story has lost nothing of its original,
compelling excitement, and if it gains a new audience among armchair venturers
born too late to remember the story first time around, then Bonington's book will
have been justified on this alone.

Climbers will, perhaps naturally, turn automatically to the Mountains section
where familiar highlights of 30 years' evolution are given another airing. Herzog's
Annapurna expedition of 1950 sets the tone, with all the horrific drama of agonized
descent following the first successful attempt on an 8000m peak. It is, of course, one
of the most significant stories to come out of the Himalaya during the post-war
period, and it leads naturally to Bonington's own Annapurna S face 20 years later,
which began the big wall era in a most emphatic manner. Between these 2 examples
we find Everest '53, Herbert Tichy on Cho Oyu and Hermann Buhl on Broad
Peak; each one an expedition experienced by a group of c1imbns sharing a common
goal, but the solitary mountain adventurer is well represented by accounts of
Bonatti on the Drus, and Messner soloing Nanga Parbat.

The mountain enthusiast will of course find e-ach of these tales familiar, but in a
way the condensed form grants an added emphasis, and Bonington's narrative
brings a sparkle of freshness. What is more, the photographs chosen to illustrate
each chapter have not, in many cases, been seen before-at least by this reviewer.
The picture researcher must therefore take credit for finding such a large number of
beautiful, and hitherto unknown photographs.

Away from mountains Quest for Adventure looks at Ridgway and Blyth blistering
their hands as they row across the Atlantic, at Chichester finding lost youth sailing
single-handed around the world; there is Thesiger experiencing the spirit of Arabia
through his desert travels with an ancient and proud people before oil changed
everything. We follow Wally Herbert across the Arctic and cross the Atlantic by
balloon. Other ventures lead underground, down the Blue Nile and on to the moon.
It is, then, a book that illustrates the diversity of man's initiative in breaking the
mould of 'ordinariness'. It excites, it tantalizes, it creates waves of nostalgia for
one's own modest adventures; and it breeds an unsettling longing for days of action
yet to come.

Finally, Bonington analyses the motivations behind each adventure. Because it is
there? Well, not exactly. Though different in scope, different in scale, he says: 'the
same pattern emerges ... Every one of the ventures represents a plunge into the
unknown, to try to satisfy man's insatiable curiosity about himself and his own
reactions to stress or danger, to find the boundaries of his physical 'capability or that
of his craft. In each is some level of risk.' Few men are better qualified than the
author of Quest for Adventure to write such a book. Kev Reynolds

La Grande Ronde autour du Mont-Blanc Samivel & S. Norande. (Editions
Glenat Grenoble. 1981, pp 143 with 95 ill. in colour, lOt x 7t). This
is really 2 books in one: the text by Samivel, urbane, witty and knowledgeable;
and the superb photographs by his collaborator Norande-to whom I bow
respectfully-a master of the craft. All pictures were taken on 35mm Kodachrome
25, and the impeccable reproduction retains the colour quality and definition of the
originals even on the double pages of 15 x lOt. The tour of the range was originally
undertaken by de Saussure more than 2 centuries ago, and has the great advantage
that it involves no glacier travel, and could even be done on muleback, as was often
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80 Aiguille oire de Peuterey, one of the classic views on the Tour of Mont Blanc
(Photo: C. D. Milner)

the ca e in the ViclOrian age. Yet it should not be de pised by the mountaineer.
More than a century a 0, Leslie tephen po ed the rhelOrical question as 10 how
many of those who a cended Mont Blanc had really se n the mountain. He enlarg d
on this in his paper' Round Mont Blanc' (A) 5) and man of his elect d viewpoints
can be included in the lOUr.

Lt is probably best undertaken in spring, when the high tOpS arc not in climbable
ondition, but the glaciers have nOI yet acquired that tired and dirty look they tend

10 have in high summer. AI·o in aUlUmn, when Ihe tawny colours of Ihe !nO enllc

mOll/agIle et off 1he blues of the distan e.
In his text, amivel draws on his deep knowledge of the people and histOry of the

region. . the Roman the Celt , the Vaudois, a. h did so well in his earlier book
on Oisan .

Inevitably a few amivellian caricature turn up. The Incande T'nt Touri t, clad
ill carlet, frightening the fauna for mile around. and the Heroie Touri t, killed



out as if for some N face, with helmet, 'Gaurisankar' ice-axe, crampons etc., all
totally unnecessary. The text is aided by a fine map, to the scale of tin to the mile,
and his route is skilfully chosen to show the best of the S side, at levels above the
valley from Lac Combal to the Col Ferret, whilst on the N side, Chamonix is
avoided by a similar high level from the Col de Balme to Les Houches.

Douglas Freshfield, in his 1920 biography of de Saussure said' it is mainly due to
him that we can count alpine travel among the pleasures and consolations of life' .
Samivel, a veteran mountaineer of 74, has splendidly shown in this book that those
pleasures can still be found despite the urbanization of Chamonix and
Courmayeur. C. Douglas Milner

Fire and Ice-The Cascade Volcanoes Stephen L. Harris (The Mountaineers,
Seattle & Pacific Search Press, Seattle, 1980, pp 316, illustrations b & w, sketches,
maps, $7-95, softback). A re-edition of a 1976 work extended to include the recent
activity of Mount St Helens.

The Cascade Range of western USA and Canada is a chain of volcanoes in
various stages of activity extending from Lassen Peak in California to Mount
Garibaldi in British Columbia. It forms part of the so-called Pacific Ocean' Ring of
Fire', which here marks the line where the Pacific Ocean tectonic plate is sinking
beneath the N American plate. Until the recent outbreak from Mount St Helens,
Lassen Peak (in 1914-15) had been the only one to produce a sizeable eruption
during the last 100 years. The scenic Crater Lake is all that is left of Mount
Mazama which exploded some 6000 years ago, losing many cubic miles from its
original bulk.

Several of the Cascade mountains carry extensive glacier systems and ice caps.
The highest is Mount Rainier (4392m). The small amount of volcanic activity on
Rainier has produced 11- miles of caves beneath the summit ice cap, Mount Baker is
similarly served. In the event of an eruption anywhere the dreaded combination of
ice and lava is liable to produce destructive mud !lows. Other volcanic dangers,
which threaten the surrounding countryside, towns and cities (though probably only
in the long term), are clouds of hot ash or hot gases, the violent ejection of rocks and
hot lava !lows.

After introductory chapters on topography, glaciers and volcanoes, the author
devotes a chapter to each mountain, with volcanic and geological history and
recommended access for viewing. He concludes with a chapter on possible future
dangers and an imaginative account of a large-scale disaster based on Mount
Shasta. There is a remarkably full bibliography.

These are mountains both for earth scientists and for mountaineers, and either
group will find here much that is of interest. Edward Pyatt

Chamonix Mont-Blanc 1900 Gaston Rebuffat (Grands Vents, Geneva, 1981,
pp 144 in French, A4, illustrations colour and b & w, softback, npq) This is a new
style of book which should lead to many imitators extending the principles to other
places. Our· distinguished member describes Chamonix at the turn of the century
with a wonderful selection of pictures derived from old photographs, picture
postcards, railway and tourist posters, reproductions from newspapers and
magazines, letter headings, hotel and commodity advertisements, song sheets and
so on. It is highly entertaining and well worthy of a book shelf place.

r have always been intrigued by George Abraham's statement in British Mountain
Climbs (p 78)-'Even at Chamonix, the home of the Aiguille, the comparatively tiny
Cumbrian specimen (Napes Needle) figures surreptitiously on popular postcards as
the Aiguille du Nuque'. Now here at last is absolute confirmation. On p 87 we find
the picture in question, a postcard, ))6261 Chamonix-Ascension d'une Aiguille,
unmistakably depicting Napes Needle. George Abraham's comment, certainly
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pertinent then, was that 'some Continental climbers in blissful ignorance assert we
have no rocks in England'. Perhaps even now these facts will surprise the
author. Edward Pyatt

50 Years of Alpinism Riccardo Cassin (Diadem/Mountaineers, Seattle, 1981,
pp 207, many illustrations, £8.95) The author is a very famous mountaineer who
has been active over a long period. His outstanding first ascents include Cima Ovest
di Lavaredo, N face, the Piz Badile, NE face and the Walker Spur of the Grandes
Jorasses. This story of his climbing life will be a source of inspiration to present-day
enthusiasts who may aim to match or emulate him.

The translation, which reads remarkably freely, has been done with great
competence and there are 90 pictures of the author, his friends and his climbs. Why
then did I find it dull reading? Maybe because we have already had 100 much of this
sort of thing. In particular in a multi-member expedition the exact details of who
went where on the mountain, important perhaps in a study of expedition logistics,
quickly defeat the ordinary reader, who through the medium of the writing seeks
personal transposition on 10 the mountainside. Here we have no more than words
on a page.

A reviewer must always ask himself whether it is the book that is wrong or his
personal outlook which has changed with time. In this case I would like to be able to
decide, but find that I cannot. Perhaps you should read the book and ask yourself
the same question. Peter Hillman

Peaks, Passes and Glaciers Selections from the Alpine Journal. Ed. Wait
Unsworth. (Allen Lane, 1981, pp 284, photos, £8.95) So, we once again have in
print a volume entitled Peaks, Passes and Glaciers, roughly 120 years after the
originals. Like the previous volumes it is a collection of writings by eminent
mountaineers, but whereas they were the forerunners of the Alpine Journal itself,
these are culled from pages of the AlpineJournal, from Vol. 1 to the present day. In
view of the fact that there can be comparatively few members of the Club who have
complete sets of all 330 numbers, let alone private individuals, it is good to have a
selection readily available again. Many of the old favourites are here-Whymper on
the accident, Dent on the Dru, Mummery on the Grepon-and whilst everyone will
have favourites omitted, it is good to see the controversy that arose from Irving'.s
'Five Years with Recruits' included with the article, as well as Strutt's 'Peepshow
for the Proletariat'. It is articles such as these which highlight the changed attitu.:Ies
in mountaineering.

As usual, a book published under the Allen Lane imprint is a joy to handle, and
one hopes that interested readers dipping into it will be persuaded to seek out many
more of the fascinating books and articles that can be consulted in our Library.
G. W. Templeman

Desert, Marsh and Mountain The World of a Nomad. Wilfred Thesiger.
(Collins, 1979, pp 304, photos + maps, 280 x 220mm, £15.00) This is essentially
a picture book of photographs taken by the author to illustrate his travels over the
past 35 years. Having said that, it must also be said that this is so mu~h more than
the usual large format volume of glossy pictures taken specifically for publication on
a quick trip to some little-known part of the world. Wilfred Thesiger is one of the
last of the long line of British travellers who, by their very individuality, have
become widely known. Readers of his previous books Arabian Sands and The Marsh
Arabs, will expect a high standard of writing and will not be disappointed in the
chapters which introduce each set of photographs. In addition to the expected sections
on the deserts of Yemen and Oman, and the marshes of southern Iraq, the author
also describes his travels in Kurdistan, Chitral, Hunza and Nuristan, as well as a
brief account of his early life in Abyssinia and the Sudan. The closing sections of the
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book describe the fighting in the Civil War in the Yemen in 1966-68, and the
author's final visit to Muscat, Abu Dhabi, and other places previously villages but
now bustling modern towns. The life of the Bedu nomad was now finished; whilst
still living in tents they travelled in cars; the transistor blared everywhere; Wilfred
Thesiger had his last meeting with a sheikh who was an old friend not in a tent but in
the Al Ain Hilton. One cannot imagine him returning to Arabia.

What may surprise many readers, however, is the quality of the photographs in
this book. They are superb. Many images remain in the memory; the shots of
camels in the Empty Quarter; the towering mud walls of Shibam; sunset over the
Marshes; the extraordinary reed guest houses on the Euphrates; the Kachi Kuni
pass in Swat; but, above all, the portraits of his friends and companions on his
journeys. A magnificent book. G. W. Templeman

The Last Step The American Ascent of K2. Rick Ridgeway. (The Mountaineers,
1980, pp 301, photos, sketches, US dollars 25) This book is an account of the
fourth ascent of K2, the first by a party of Americans. The author is one of the
climbers who reached the summit. The expedition was led by Jim Whittaker, whose
attempt in 1975 failed because of bad weather and other problems. He was given
permission by the authorities in Pakistan to try again in 1978. Chris Bonington's
party had also been given permission for an attempt in the same year, and as they
had chosen the W ridge, the Americans opted for the NE ridge.

Bad weather caused many delays on the mountain, and shortage of time and
supplies caused the 2 summit pairs to abandon the traditional fixed-rope methods
and make an alpine style attack on the summit from Camp 5. The direct route up
the NE ridge proved impossible and it was necessary to traverse across the E face to
the Abruzzi ridge where Camp 6 was established at some 2,300 feet below the
summit. From this camp both summit pairs reached the top on successive days;
indeed a fine achievement.

According to the publisher's blurb this is a story of people, their fears, desires and
disappointments. Most of it is told in the form of simulated dialogue and
conversation, and whereas some situations may be more vividly portrayed by this
form of writing, this reviewer found its excessive use irritating. The expedition
certainly had its fair share of disharmony and frustration, and the members found
plenty to quarrel about. There was much argument about the use of oxygen and in
the event 3 of the 4 who reached the summit did so after discarding their oxygen
apparatus.

It is surprising that a book about such an important climb should not include
appendices dealing with the equipment, food, transport and other subjects which
would be of interest to mountaineers. There is not even an index. The colour
photographs which occupy 32 pages in the centre of the book are very good.
V. S. Risoe

Going High-The Story of Man and Altitude Charles Houston. (American
Alpine Club, 1981, pp 212, illustrations and sketches, $10 softback) Our highly
esteemed honorary member has produced here the definitive work on the effects of
altitude on man. It is written in non-technical language which all can comprehend,
yet an extensive bibliography enables the interested seeker for further information to
trace a wide range of more technical sources.

The author first treats the history of man's exploration of the air, how the
composition and weight of the atmosphere was determined and the development of
understanding of the working of heart, lungs and blood. He then proceeds to an
extensive study of the problems caused by lack of oxygen at high altitudes and the
symptoms and treatment of the resulting conditions of malfunction. Six states are
recognized, all part of the general physiological disturbance-acute mountain
sickness, high altitude pulmonary oedema, high altitude cerebral oedema, subacute
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mountain sickness, chronic mountain sickness and hig-h altitude retinal
haemorrhage. Numerous vivid examples are cited and accounts of relevant
Investigations both in the field and in the laboratory.

There is a thorough treatment of the acclimatization process, as far as it is
understood, and a succinct explanation of the function of the basic cell from which
all hving organisms are constructed-how this operates and how it may be disturbed
by conditions at altitude.

As a result of all the exacting scientific work of the last few years no one wishing to
go high on mountains can remain unaware of the potential dangers to body function
a"d the best methods of treating them. We owe a great deal to the scientists who
have worked hard and made sacrifices in order that this body of knowledge may be
assembled. This book is a notable milestone along the road. Edward Pyatt

Alpinismo espanol en e1 rnundo Jose Marla Aspiazu. (Madrid, Editorial R. M.,
1980, pp 215 in Spanish, 70 colour and 64 b & w ills.) Unknown to many, the
Spaniards are the oldest expeditionary mountaineers in the Western world. They
began their activity in 1529 with Cortez on Popocatepetl (5432m) and have
continued it to this day. It is unfortunate that all high mountain ascents everywhere
by Spaniards have not been properly researched. The young Basque mountaineer
J. M. Aspiazu undertook this task and in this vol. I he covers Spanish activity in
the Eastern Hemisphere as well as in Polar lands. Vol. 2, to appear in late 1982, will
cover the rest, not an easy task since Spanish explorations in the New World lasted
over 400 years. Aspiazu's book is a magnificent work, with a terse and direct style,
excellent photography emphasizing human life and culture in the mountain lands
and, it must be remarked, no nationalism, an unusual feature in international
mountaineering books today. The accomplishments of the Spaniards (which include
six 8000m peaks climbed) deserve to be better known. This is a first class work and
vol. 2 promises to be at least as good. Euclio Echeuarria

Nieves y Riscos Meridenos R. A. Romero Munoz-Tebar. (Caracas 1980,
£15) This volume is a revised edition of one that went through three reprintings in
1976, increasing from 231 to 271 pages. The author's interest lies equally in the
history of the early ascents of the Sierra de Merida as in its subsequent touristic
development. It is the latter that could justify a print order of 11,000 copies of both
editions. Public interest is restricted virtually to one summit, the Pico Bolivar
(5007m) the ascent of which has become something of a pilgrimage being named
after Venezuela's Liberator, whose bust adorns the summit. As an alternative to a
day on mule back, a funicular takes the climber within about 700m of the summit,
after which the climb from a high camp may be classed as an easy day for a lady.
There are, however, a number of less difficult summits which provide good high
level walking.

This work is essential to anyone visiting this NE branch of the Andes. The
author, a public figure in Caracas, has made a pastime of encouraging his
compatriots to take a greater interest in the natural potential and educational value
of their country, and especially in their mountains.

In the country's development the oil industry has played a dominant role. It is
therefore no accident that foreigners have shared in the exploration of the Andes
since the first ascent in 1935 of the Pico Bolivar by a Venezuelan doctor. The author
of this volume goes generously out of his way to commeroorate the climbs of the late
Dr Franz Weisz of the A.A.V. Munich and of A. E. Gunther of the Alpine Club
who joined in an expedition in 1939, the second returning in 1940 to capture the
Pico Bonpland (A] 5270, 53 127). Their likenesses appear in a composite sketch (p
61) with their guide and friend, Domingo Peiia, the peasant pioneer in the Sierra's
exploration.
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In recent numbers of Frontera (6 and 13 February, 1981), a journal published in
Merida, the record given in Nieves y Riscos is completed by mention of the expedition
in 1962 by Sir Douglas Busk and George Band, the latter being engaged in the oil
industry. A. E. Gunther

Hard Road West-Alone on the California Trail Gwen Moffat. (Gollancz, 1981,
pp 198, illustrations and maps, £9.95) A travel book written by a mountaineer
invariably makes attractive reading for other mountaineers since the writer notices
all those things in the landscape which the reader himse.lf would notice. This is a
modern following of the emigrant trails from the central USA to California which
are a landmark of American history. Stories of life on the trail in the 1840s are
woven into the narrative.

I have read some of the original accounts of these epic journeys, so that this new
book provided for me a sort of revision in an up-to-date setting. To others it will
come as much more of a revelation and should encourage them to turn to the
dramas of the originals.

The book is interestingly written and flows on easily. We can only hope that the
authoress and her publishers will get together on further similar ventures in the
future and let us have more of the same. Edward Pyatt

Take it to the limit Lucy Rees and Alan Harris (Diadem Books, 1981, pp 197,
£5.95) Oh dear' Another expose of what things are like at the high sharp end of the
climbing scene, where the main stimulus comes apparently from non-conformity,
alcohol and sex. This may well be so, as the authors seem determined to point out.
But the main body of mountaineers is much different from this, easier to accept and
more pleasant by far to know. Do they care very much what motivates the lunatic
fringe~ I doubt it.

The climbing background and descriptions of technique are well described. Of
the characters themselves it is harder to speak. Certainly they lead one to disagree
emphatically with Kevin FitzGerald (A] 86 36) 'the early mountaineers differed not
one whit from the hard men of today'. On the contrary they differed considerably,
even 20 or 30 years ago. Climbing was never like this before; whether to like the
change or agree that it has been desirable is a matter for the individual. This
reviewer concedes the technical brilliance of the present generation of leaders but, if
this book is a true reflection, remains completely unimpressed by their attitudes or
their life style. They are in a different world. Read the book and see what you think.
Peter Hillman

The Winding Trail Ed. by Roger Smith. (Diadem Books, 1981, pp 477,
illustrations, colour and b & w, £10.50) An anthology of hill walking which the
publishers offer as a companion volume to The Games Climbers Play. The selection
ranges widely from Wordsworth and Borrow to Hillaby and Brown, from the
Downs to the Himalaya, in all weathers and all seasons-something for everyone.

There is always something unsatisfactory about an anthology, which inevitably
will miss out items the reader would have liked to have found, yet at the same time
contain others for which he can see no justifying reason. Perhaps its happiest
function is to stimulate interest in the works of some of the contributing authors, so
leading the reader into new realms of literature. Edward Pyatt

Mountains and Man Larry W. Price (Univ of California Press, 1981, pp 506,
250 x 175mm, many pictures and diagrams, £21 hardback) Sub-titled' A Study of
Process and Environment', this fills a need for an up-to-date text on mountain
geography. The chapter heads indicate the wide scope of the work-What is a
Mountain~; Attitudes towards Mountains; Origin of Mountains; Mountain
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Climate; Snow, Glaciers and Avalanches; Landforms and Geomorphic Processes;
Mountain Soils; Mountain Vegetation; Wildlife; Implications for Man;
Agricultural Settlement and Land Use; Human Impact on Mountain
Environments.

The book was inspired, the author tells us, by the need for a college text to
support a course at Portland State University entitled 'Mountains, an
introductory general-interest course oriented toward the study of mountain
processes and environments'. The result, he hopes, will not only serve as a college
text, but also for naturalists, hikers, climbers etc to acquire an authoritative
background to their interest. Moreover a comprehensive bibliography makes it a
reference volume for more advanced studies in all of its many topics.

He can be deemed to have succeeded in these aims. The book is higWy
entertaining, though the completely non-scientific reader might well find some of
the ideas hard to grasp. Much of the information may already be well-known from
other less mountain-oriented texts, but here so much that concerns the mountaineer
appears all together between one pair of covers.

Although undoubtedly good value for money, there is so much of it that the cost is
high for the mountaineer, who may not be much concerned with the periphery of his
subject. If there is to be a softback one day, this would be unhesitatingly
recommended for the climber's book-shelf, for indeed it has no rivals. Edward Pyatt

High Altitude Physiology Study-Collected Papers Ed. by CharleR Houston.
(Arctic Institute of North America, n.d., pp 8 + 368, many illustrations, diagrams,
etc npq) This comprehensive volume gives all the detailed research which forms
the basis of Charles Houston's book mentioned above. As part of the Icefield
Ranges Research Project in the St Elias Mountains, a permanent field laboratory
was set up at 18,000 ft on Mt Logan in 1966 to study the effects of high altitude on
man. How that laboratory was established and the results of the experiments carried
out are set out in the papers which form this volume. They range from personal
experiences of living and taking part in the work on Mt Logan, to detailed medical
analysis of the results obtained. All have been published before in a variety of
journals, but are gathered together here for the first time in one volume, although
still in their original format. This makes for variety of layout in reading, but
occasionally leads to the insertion of pages of no relevance to the subject; obviously
these odd pages were the verso pages in the particular journal, in one instance
relating (Q diseases in dogs' knees! This volume is, however, essential readi~g for
everyone interested in high altitude physiology, and emphasizes the major role
Charles Houston played in leading the Mt Logan study.

Saser Kangri Yellow Goddess of the Karakoram. The First Ascent. Y. C.
Khanna. (LT.B. Police, New Delhi, 1980, pp xii + 144, map, photos-some in
colour, Rs. 100/-). This is the story of the first ascent of Saser Kangri (7672m) by
the 1973 Indo-Tibetan Border Police expedition. After a short introductory chapter
on Indian mountaineering and a list of climbs undertaken by the ITBP up to 1978,
the author gives the history of the mountain and then recounts the team's
adventures. The party marched some 600km in a round trip from Leh, crossed 4
high passes, and waded the Shyok some 30 times. The route from base camp to
summit was roughly 50km in length, but, in spite of retreat on the first attempt, 14
climbers eventually stood on the summit.

Elephant Island An Antarctic Expedition. Chris Furse. (Anthony Nelson, 1979,
pp 256, photos-some in colour, maps, drawings, £8.50) In 1970-71, Chris Furse
was a member of aJoint Services Expedition to Elephant Island, and ever since then
had dreamed of returning. This dream became reality when he led the 1976-77 Joint
Services Expedition to make the first scientific exploration of this group of islands.
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In the 12 weeks the party spent in the area, they succeeded in making a very
thorough job of exploration, travelling by canoe between the various smaller
islands. The severity of the weather resulted in the majority of their tents and canoes
ending up as tattered fragments. The book is well written in diary form, copiously
illustrated-the colour photos being very well produced, and is generally a delight to
read and handle.

Escalades dans le massif de la Sainte-Victoire Partie Orientale-La Carriere.
Bau des Vespres, Saint-Ser. B. Gorgeon, C. Guyomar and A. Lucchesi (Edisud,
Aix-en-Provence, 1981, pp 128 in French, illustrations, topos, npq) The second
volume in a 3-volume series, providing a modern climbers' guide-book to this
famous Proven'Yal mountain.

En Chartreuse et Vercors-escalades et randonnees Serge Coupe (Arthaud,
1977, pp 180 in French, 270 x 205mm, illustrations b & wand colour,
npq) Another splendid picture book describing selected walks and climbs with crag
outline sketches and maps; once again this is for the library rather than the field.
How handsomely these large page books grace our shelves!

Grandes Courses Francois Labande. (Arthaud, 1980, pp 218-in French, 270 x
205mm, 108 full page illustrations-78 b & w, 30 colour, npq-believed to be what
the traffic appears to be able to stand) Another volume in this popular new genre
of mountaineering book, now being exploited in various countries. It describes 104
big routes in the French Alps and pre-Alps, each with picture, topo, statistical
details and a short accompanying text of general interest.

Excellent for planning; too heavy for the field; it will make an increased, but
worthwhile, sag in the legs of your coffee table.

Glace et Neige-Art et Technique Yvon Chouinard. (Arthaud, 1981, pp 192 in
French, 270 x 210mm, illustrations b & wand colour, npq) A French edition of
the valuable text book reviewed in AJ 84 259.

A Guide to Trekking in Nepal Stephen Bezruchka. (Cordee, 1981, pp 256,
illustrations, maps etc, softback, £4.95) The 4th edition of a book previously only
available in Nepal, it is a complete handbook covering all you need to know to plan
a trekking or climbing trip in Nepal, as well as being a useful companion in the field.

Pembroke P. Littlejohn and M. Harber. (Climbers' Club, 1981, pp 269,
167 x 107mm, illustrations and sketch maps, £5.50) A new climbers' guide-book,
superseding all previous, this describes a wide variety of climbs in an area of ever
increasing popularity. Climbing during the tourist season might well have its
difficulties but at other times Pembroke is remote and quiet. The guide is the usual
competently produced job, though its weight might interfere with balance if carried
on the harder routes. While a few routes of D and VD are described, guide-book
writers should, in my opinion, do more to point out areas where the climber of only
moderate ability might enjoy himself.

Annapurna A Woman's Place Arlene Blum. (Granada, 1980, pp 256, 254 x
175mm, illustrations b & wand colour, £8.95) An account of the 1978 women's
expedition to Annapurna I; 2 members and 2 Sherpas reached the summit, but 2
other members perished during a second attempt. It is an absorbing heart-searching
account, notable for 2 things-an irrational attitude towards avalanche danger (this
'standard' route is hardly justifiable) and a salutory reminder (not explicitly stated,
but inferred) that standards of Sherpa behaviour are widely variable.
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Climbs in the Peak Vol. 6-Staffordshire Area. M. Browell, S. & B. Dale and
N. Longland (BMC, 1981, pp 268, illustrations and diagrams, £4.50) A
complete rewrite of a guide-book which has appeared in many forms and groupings
during the last few decades, this is a worthy addition to this splendid series.

Llanberis Pass G. Milburn (Climbers' Club, 1981, crag sketches, pp 182,
£4.50) In the overall classification there are still a few Ds, VDs, Ss and VSs, but
now also 6 grades of extremely severe (E). In pitch classification, where a numerical
system is employed, Grade 7a has been reached at last. It is all very impressive.

Troll Wall-the Vertical Mile, an hour-long film of the Norwegian Classic shown
in 2 parts on television in July 1981, exhibited the competent execution we have
come to expect from Sid Perou. The photographic and sound recording problems
must have been considerable. One wonders if just as spectacular a result might be
obtained on a very much easier climb, photographed from stances on even easier
routes alongside, say for example one of the medium standard climbs on Pillar
Roc.k. The main bulk of the viewers would never knaw the difference.

Stones of Silence-Journeys in the Himalaya George B. Schaller. (Deutsch,
1980, pp 292, illustrations some colour, sketches and sketch maps, £6.95) This
describes the travels of a naturalist studying wild life-goats, sheep and snow
leopards, and recommending locations for nature reserves and national parks. The
latter are vitally necessary because of the threat to the environment posed by
mountaineering expeditions and tourists and the imminent extinction of some
animal species due to indiscriminate hunting. The author is truly dedicated to his
subject and this book is something refreshingly different from the usual accounts by
western visitors of the great ranges of Asia.

Winter Climbs-Ben Nevis and Glencoe Ed Grindley. (Cicerone Press, 1981,
pp 109, diagrams, £3.95) An up-date of a guide-book originally prepared by Ian
Clough in 1965 and later revised by H. MaeInnes; clearly written and competently
produced-essential companion for winter climbing in the area.

Columbia Icefield-A solitude of ice B. Robinson (text) & D. Harmon
(photography). (The Mountaineers, Seattle & Altitude Publishing, Banff, 1981,
pp 103, 206 x 266mm, many colour illustrations and some b & w,. maps,
$29.95) A slightly inconsequential, but very interesting and beautifully produced
book on a striking area of the Canadian Rockies. The text discusses glaciers and
their features in general, the topography of the area and· its discovery and
exploration. The pictures are outstandingly good.

The price is high (16p/page), so that the load falls on the wallet rather than on the
coffee table. Perhaps we shall soon be purchasing books like this as heirlooms.

Land of Mountains-Hiking and climbing in New Zealand Peter Radcliffe.
(The Mountaineers, Seattle and Methuen, Auckland, 1979, pp 160,284 x 200mm,
illustrations almost entirely colour, maps, $27.50 later remaindered at £1.95) A
review for walker and climber of certain selected areas of New Zealand. This
limitation of the material makes it less satisfactory in some respects than the earlier
work The Mountains of New Zealand by R. Hewitt and M. Davidson (A. H. & A. W.
Reed, Wellington, 1954) which covered the whole country. Modern techniques of
illustration make this latest work much more pleasant t~ look at, but as a planning
instrument it may tend to concentrate visitors in the selected areas, since they can
learn nothing of the others from it. But maybe this is the author's intention, and
who can blame him in these days of mountain overpopularity?

The pictures are wide ranging and beautiful. Another one for the coffee table.
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A Caving Manual Jim Lovelock. (Batsford, 1981, pp 144,250 x 190mm, b & w
illustrations, £7.95) A comprehensive review of the sport-background,
techniques and where it is practised, list of clubs and rescue organizations, glossary
and bibliography.

Avalanche Ed. by J. G. R. Harding, M. F. Baker and E. S. Williams. (AC, 1980,
pp 62, diagrams, £4) The proceedings of the symposium held in November 1979
and summarized in Ai 85242. An edited text gives summaries of the main papers
and the discussion which followed, plus a random selection of actual avalanche
experiences. A valuable addition to the literature of this very important subject.

Big F~ot John Napier. (Cape, 1972, pp 240, illustrations, £2.95 then) We
notice somewhat belatedly an important contribution to the literature of the yeti and
his fellow monsters in Asia and N America. Sightings are tabulated, also footprint
dimensions; there is an extensive bibliography. Now a decade later we still seem no
nearer to the solution of the problem, but there is a developing literature, which the
seeker after the snowman will have to absorb before he sets out on his searches.

A Choice of Catastrophes lsaac Asimov. (Hutchinson, 1980, pp 365,
£6.95) . The book covers the whole gamut of events which might obliterate the
human race at some time in the future, including, of course, essentially mountain
involved phenomena such as volcanoes, tectonic plate movements, earthquakes etc;
interestingly told so that all may comprehend .•

Phuti et l'homme des neiges Bernard Pierre. Drawings by Vincent Riveron.
(Editions G.P. Paris, 1981, pp 26 in French, 270 x 210mm, colour drawings,
npq) A children's book which all French mountaineers will surely buy for their
young ones. In these days of starting foreign languages at an early age many
English-speaking mountaineers might also buy it with advantage to help their
children with their lessons, at the same time setting off their thought patterns on the
right lines.

The Heights of Rimring Duff Hart-Davis. (Cape, 1980, pp 332, £5.95) A
mountain novel of international intrigue and mayhem in Nepal and Tibet. The
background seems authentic; either the author has been there himself or else he has
done his homework.

Beauty, Horror and Immensity Picturesque Landscape in BTitain 1750-1850.
Peter Bicknel!. (Cambridge Univ Press/Fitzwilliam Museum, 1981, pp 103 plus
many pages of plates in b & wand colour, 245 x 190mm, £18.50 hardback, £6.95
softback) Handbook and souvenir of the widely acclaimed exhibition of the above
title. (see Miscellaneous Notes p 232).

Rock Climbs in the Peak Vo!. 5-Derwent Valley. J. Ballard & E. Marshall.
(BMC/Cordee, 1981, pp 240, illustrations and sketches, 165 x 108mm,
£4.50) Covers gritstone, limestone and dolomite crags along the Derwent from
Gardom's Edge in the N to Milford Crag in the S.

Mexico's Volcanoes A Climbing Guide. R. J. Secor. (The Mountaineers, Seattle,
1981. 55 black & white ills., 24 linedrawings and sketchmaps, pp 120, $6.95) A
book to prepare oneself for trips to Mexico's six major mountains: Orizaba,
Popocatepetl, lztaccihuatl, Toluca, Malinche and Cofre de Perote (5620 to 4282m).
A useful section on 'Health' is included (distributed in Britain by Cordee Pub!.,
Leicester).
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Everest the Cruel Way Joe Tasker. (Eyre Methuen, 1981, pp x, 166, photos,
£6.95). Everest the Hard Way is now followed by the Gruel Way, and this account
of the winter expedition in 1980 lives up to its title. The debilitating effects of the
altit··de, weather and sickness were suffered by all members of the climbing party in
their travels up and down the W ridge and, whilst the ferrying to-and-fro among the
various camps gets a little confusing in the narrative, the story is grippingly told ..
Although the team was organized on democratic lines, it had to fall to someone to
deal with the sacking of the sirdar and the mail runner, events which made the
atmosphere at base camp less congenial than it should have been, and Alan Rouse
got the job. Without an actual leader to say 'retreat' or 'advance', the final
withdrawal was not achieved without some acrimony, but, whilst the author gives
the impression that if they had carried on all would have been well, there was still
5,000 odd feet to go, and the reader wonders at the possible outcome. At least they
all came back in one piece. A great attempt, well told.

Huascanln Climbing Guide Gesar Arnao. (Ediciones Turismo Andino, n.d.,
pp 42, maps, diagrams and photos, in English and Spanish, npq) A brief guide for
people wishing to climb Huascaran.

Hamish's Groats End Walk Hamish Brown. (Gollancz, 1981, pp xviii + 302,
maps and photos, £9.95) 'One Man and his Dog on a Hill Route through Britain
and Ireland' is the successor to Hamish's Mountain Walk over the Munro's in
Scotland. The route has many digressions from a direct N to S line, taking in a
canoe trip down the Forth and a round of the Lakeland hills, but principally where
the author breaks off in North Wales to cross the Irish Sea and walk from Dublin to
Dingle. Knowing Hamish Brown's great love for the hills, it is no surprise that his
route goes up and down as much as possible without losing sight too much of the
overall purpose of the walk, and one feels that after the Severn bridge has been
crossed and the hills get smaller and smaller, no matter how rugged the coastline, he
is only really waiting to get back up N and on to Beinn Dearg again. The story of the
journey is well told, with many anecdotes of the people met and the places visited,
and is a pleasure to read.

Plant Hunting in Nepal Roy Lancaster. (Groom Helm, 1981, pp 194, maps,
drawings and colour photos, £8.95). An excellently produced account of an
expedition by a group of horticultural botanists to collect seeds of plants suitable for
cultivation in Western gardens from a little-known area of E Nepal. The author is a
well-known plant hunter and garden consultant, and it makes a change to read an
expedition book with aims other than vertical ones. Both the country and people, 2S

well as the plants, are well described and the drawings and colour photographs are a
delight.

Mountain Wildlife Richard Perry. (Groom Helm, 1981, pp 12 + 180, photos,
£8.95) A survey of the wildlife inhabiting the mountainous regions of the world;
starting with Britain, the author moves quickly through the Alps to the Himalaya,
ending with North and South America. Individual chapters refer to marmots, snow
leopards, condors, and mal'1y other types of fauna, as well as speculating on the yeti.
Although necessarily condensed to cover many mountain regions, this book
provides the general reader with an excellent introduction to the subject.

K2 Mountain of Mountains Reinhold MessnerlAlessandro Gogna. (Kaye &
Ward, 1981, pp 176, many illustrations coloured and b & w, 230 x 260mm,
£ 12.50) The story of the successful ascent of K2 in 1979 by the Abruzzi Spur. The
account of the climb is completed by a history of K2, but most people will purchase
thi~ book because of the colour photographs, many of which are superb. A French
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edition is published by Arthaud.

Tr~ny Boh~ Arnost Cernlk. (Nakladatelstvf Olympia, Prague 1980, pp 328,
photos, maps Kcs 31, in Czechoslovakian).

Im Eis und Feuer der Anden Blakoslav Braun. (F. A. Brockhaus Verlag,
Leipzig, 1981, pp 200, photos, some coloured, maps, DDR 10,80M) East
German edition of the book originally published in Prague in 1976 on Czech
expeditions to Cotopaxi, Sangay and Chimborazo.

Biwak auI dem Dach der Welt Georg Renner. (F. A. Brockhaus Verlag,
Leipzig, 1975, pp 200, photos, some in colour, maps, DDR 15,20M) Expeditions
in the Pamirs and the ascent of Pik Korshenewskaja.

Strme Cesty k Himahijam Michal Orolin. (Sport, Bratislava, 1980, pp 196,
phOIOS, folding panorama, Kcs 33, in Czechoslovakian) The author recounts his
experiences in the Tatra, Caucasus, Mont Blanc, Trollryggen, and on Haramosh,

anga Parbat and Makalu.

Celenka Matky Zeme Petr Rybar. (Kruh, 1980, pp 222, many colour photos,
Kcs 83, in Czechoslovakian) 1976 overland expedition to the Kashmir Himalaya,
culminating in the ascent of Nun. Excellent colour photographs.

Solo Nanga Parbat Reinhold Messner. (Kaye and Ward, 1980, pp 280, map,
diagrams, photos in B/W and colour. £7.95). What an incredible person Messner is!
His exploits over the past years are known worldwide and this book covers his solo
ascent of the Diamir Flank of anga Parbat in 1978-tbe /irst completely solo
ascent of an 8000m peak. The difficulties were considerable, and it is obviously
interesting to discover the inner motivation for a climb of this nature and to hear of
the doubts that beset the author and the hallucinations he suffered, but, page aftcr
page of soul searching becomes hard going after a while. The style of writing doesn't
hold one's attention, which is a pity for such an expedition. The book itself is well
produced, although there are a number of small printing errors, with some excellent
colour shots, and a useful summary of the history of the mountain at the end.

Irish Walks Guides. Pub. by Gill and Macmillan. I. South West Sean
O'SuiUeabhain. (1978, pp 94, maps). 2. West Tony Whilde. (1978, pp 94, maps).
3. North East Richard Rogers. (1980, pp 96, maps). Walking guides to the most
attractive areas of Ireland. A projected series of 6, edited by Joss Lynam.

Climbing in Southern Ontario James Marsh. (Toronto Section of the Alpine
Club of Canada. 1980, pp 3 + 157, photos, diagrams, npq).

A Hundred Boulders Tom Cloate. (Mountain Club of Rhodesia, 1978, not
paginated, folding map, diagrams, npq). A guide to the climbs at Epworth
Balancing Rocks.

Grande Candelle Alexis Lucchesi. (Editions Marrimpouey Jeune, Pau, 1981, pp
190, map, diagram, npq). Another in the series of guides 10 the Calanques.

Kanjiroba Himal- 1970 (Osaka, 1972 (?), pp 184, 18 pages of plates including
3 folding, illustrations, maps, diagrams, npq).

Lantang Lirung 7246m (Osaka, 1978 (?), pp 195,36 pages of plates including 3
foiding. illustrations, maps, diagrams, npq).
These two books in Japanese are accounts of joint expeditions by the Osaka City
University Alpine Club and Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu.
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